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1. Summary

The Netherlands has a strong international logistics sector. It is facing major challenges and will change dramatically in the coming years due to several ongoing trends. These include increased flows of goods, staffing shortages, and a shift in control to consumers in a world characterised by synchronised transport modes, cross-chain control centres and the desire to reduce the burden of regulation. The shift from containers as a transport unit to monitoring at item level is intensifying. From ship to container, to pallet, to boxes and ultimately to item packaging.

Smart Packaging is becoming the new norm for intelligent monitoring of items and to enable those items to actively communicate the product status during the entire logistics transport trajectory. Smart packaging involves the integration of (invisible) wireless communication and sensors in the packaging. These trends mean that smart packages are penetrating right to the digital heart of the logistics sector. This project is part of the OPZuid programme in the Netherlands because the South Netherlands has the high level of competence required to achieve this.

Smart Packaging stands for intelligent logistics with the following ingredients added: connectivity, integrated sensors, tracking & tracing, invisible watermarks (to support brand protection) and recycling. It helps to extend product shelf life, to improve yields on food and medicines and to reduce fuel and energy consumption. Artificial Intelligence is deployed to meet the huge challenge of translating masses of sensor data into useable information. Blockchain is also an option at product level. These shifts create a digital twin of the supply chain in which customers embrace Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR) (multimedia) with dynamic pricing as a result.

1 The Operational Program ERDF 2014-2020 South Netherlands (OPZuid) is a European subsidy program for the Dutch provinces of Zeeland, Limburg and Noord-Brabant. Its main priorities are enhancement of innovation and the transition to a low-carbon economy. The program focuses in particular on innovative SMEs and strengthening cooperation between the business community, knowledge institutions and governments.
The goal of the project is to achieve an integrated solution to Smart Packaging for intelligent logistics. Five specific supply chains (Food, Beverages, Healthcare, High tech and Pharmaceuticals) will be equipped with new Smart Packaging and Smart Supply Chain technology and will be used as demo cases. Brand owners and supply chain partners will test the cases in practice. The project programme will be structured into 6 working groups as shown below.

![Diagram of working groups]

**Figure 1:** Overview working groups in the innovation programme.

The business case and potential market opportunities are truly remarkable. The combination of the outstanding high tech sector already present in Zuid-Nederland and the excellent international reputation of the Dutch logistics sector as a whole makes this a marvellous cross-over. The calculations made with brand owners show huge revenues. Cautious first estimates already indicate multi-billion turnovers for the sector in Zuid-Nederland. As a global network organisation, AIPIA is the hub for this widely discussed topic which connects chain actors not only in the Netherlands but also in Asia and the US. The result is a strong field of interconnected players from which to generate business.

Smart Packages for Intelligent Logistics is the next step on the path to the future of logistics in which not only physical but also digital supply chains have total connectivity and real-time interactions with users, customers and suppliers.

On this journey we will be constantly looking for partners who can contribute to achieving this open system through their technological or other knowledge and skills. This document presents a summary of the Smart Packaging project plan to give insights into the activities. If you are interested in taking part, please contact AIPIA (eef@aipia.info).
2. Project definition

2.1 Background

The logistics sector is facing major challenges and will change dramatically in the coming years due to several ongoing trends. These include increased flows of goods, staffing shortages, and a shift in control to consumers in a world characterised by synchronization, cross-chain control centres and the desire to reduce the burden of regulation.

The shift from containers as a transport unit to monitoring at item-levels intensifying. From ship to container, to pallet, to boxes and ultimately to item packaging, Smart Packaging is becoming the new norm for intelligent monitoring of items and to enable those items to actively communicate the product status during the entire logistics transport trajectory. Smart packaging involves the (invisible) integration of wireless communication and sensors in the packaging.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Logistics challenges</th>
<th>Smart Packaging</th>
<th>Smart Supply Chain</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Synchronisation, CCCC, urban logistics, brand protection, promotion, service logistics, reduced regulation, better jobs, staffing shortages</td>
<td>Integration of Connectivity, Sensors, Packaging materials</td>
<td>Real-time monitoring, Routes, place, time, Supply chain quality, Product quality, AI-AR-Blockchain-SCM</td>
<td>Waste reduction and lower energy consumption, Efficiency food, medicines, Customer lead, engagement, More work with fewer people, Multi-million profits!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Smart packaging not only monitors product quality but also gives detailed measurements and assessments at every supply chain level. Consumers, transporters and producers alike are increasingly interested in continuously tracking the individual status of items. Smart Packages do this item level through:

- **Continuous connectivity** through wireless internet communication technologies;
- **Real-time track & trace** to check place, route and time information;
- **Real-time condition monitoring** of the product quality and supply chain quality through sensing.

This creates a finely meshed information network for each item: for instance, to monitor the bacterial values and temperature of food products, fermentation of Beverages, shocks to fragile products, or security of seals on pharmaceuticals. Knowledge is power, which in turn can be directed to improve transport and provide security through blockchain technologies. The application of Smart Packaging connects the physical product route to the digital route!
Every item has monitoring parameters that are relevant to its condition (shelf life) and quality during and after transport. This project will further develop and standardise these parameters to offer a range of usable monitoring sensors and software applications.

This brings major benefits. The complete supply chain can be monitored in minute detail using multiple parameters which allow for continuous supply chain improvement (feedback). This level of detail allows for more effective choices on product routing as it provides insight into the most appropriate route for different types of product (e.g. medical products, high tech sensitive equipment or food (feedforward). The availability of massive amounts of monitoring data is the precondition for

- Truly successful **use of Deep Learning** and neural networks
- In turn this allows for application of **Artificial Intelligence** to generate meaningful information on chain categorisation and use
- Security is intensified through connection to sensor data through **Blockchain**
- All of which creates a new generation of prescriptive **Supply Chain Management** as an integrated system
- Connectivity makes the link to **Virtual and Augmented Reality** to achieve customer engagement.
The use of Smart Packaging means that actors make optimal use of the supply chain (shorter, more appropriate routes) and that product shelf life is extended (monitoring for freshness versus date), products are not damaged in transport (shock monitoring, route selection), medicines are correctly supplied and unused medicines can still be reused at a later date. Smart Packaging is primarily designed to benefit the user and is a way for the logistics sector to achieve cost and time savings and to guarantee and benefit from quality.

The benefits are huge. To start with, just consider the 190 billion product packages transported around the world each year. Smart Packaging means that large quantities of food can be used instead of tossed, that some medicines can be used after all in the future, and guarantees can truly be applied by using blockchain to make practical connections between monitoring data. The benefits that Smart Packaging creates for the entire chain include:

- **Waste Reduction**
- **Lower Energy Consumption**
- **More Efficient Use of Foods and Medicines**
- **Cost Reductions**
- **Shelf Life Extension**
- **More Work with Fewer People**
- **Predictable Quality of Supply**
- **Real Product Quality**
- **Brand Protection**
- **Consumer Control**
- **Auto Ordering**
- **Customer Engagement**

The benefits are huge and have global application. Calculations show how exceptional this is:

**Improved use of food:** Every western family tosses 24% of the food it buys, which equates to USD 1,600 per family per year. Improved food freshness will certainly improve on this figure by between 25 to 50%. In the Netherlands alone this would save billions of euros. Shelf life extensions would also generate enormous improvements in actually using the food that is produced.

**Lower energy consumption:** When people reduce waste and recycle more products there is a corresponding reduction in energy consumption which also reduces CO₂ emissions: a 5-10% increase in recycling gives a similar
level of energy saving. In the Netherlands this would again save billions. Of course, if will take time to achieve these savings, but the potential is huge.

**More efficient use of medicines:** Gradually the instructions on how to use medicines are becoming available in digital form. This saves paper and ensures that the information is always up to date through AR connectivity. The key longer-term gain is re-use of medicines, or rather the option to use medicines that have not yet been opened, for other patients.

**Generating less waste** Some of the product damage caused in transport can be prevented by adapting the mode of transport (for instance, preventing shocks to sensitive equipment or unnecessary manufacture of products).

**Customer engagement, auto ordering, consumer control:** If users have a seamless connection to product information through their smart phone, tablet and pc and a corresponding AR/VR experience, a direct relationship springs up between the customer and the user. Research shows that for 64% of respondents experience is more important than price!

**Predictable supply chain, real product quality, brand protection:** This is what Smart Packaging is all about: monitoring, improving and safeguarding the quality of the product and the supply chain. The customer takes decisions through AR/AR and producers must respond!

### 2.2 Project goal

The application of Smart Packaging leads to a more efficient supply chain that produces less waste, uses less energy and that costs less. At the same time, it improves the quality of the supply chain, making it more reliable and predictable. Physical products are connected to the digital chain through smart packaging with printed electronics, internet connectivity and smart software based on Artificial Intelligence. This is how the supply chain is optimised and feedback is obtained from the customer base.

Continuous improvement by all stakeholders in the supply chain, in our case implemented in multiple sectors such as Food, Healthcare and High tech equipment. Mobilisation of all the stakeholders in the chain creates an integrated approach to optimise supply chain solutions. Together we make the best choices, bearing in mind individual interests at the same time.

---

**Goal:** To develop an integrated solution with [Smart Packaging](#) to:

- Deliver products to consumers which are in good condition, secure and subject to control
- Monitor individual products through integrated sensors, connectivity and data processing in the supply chain
- Use AI and Deep Learning to monitor, categorise and improve the supply chain
- Create customer engagement through AR/VR which puts the customer in the lead

We expect that the cost savings in the logistics chain will represent 10-15% of the total costs!
This goal translates to the following technical and organisational goals:

**Technical goal**
- Develop 5 complete demo routes based on the logistics demand for smart packages
- Develop standard solution for connectivity, sensors, packaging concept
- Develop solution to link smart package with supply chain software, AI, AR, VR and Blockchain

**Organisational goal**
- The entire chain for Food, Beverages, Healthcare, HTSM equipment and Pharmaceuticals, with examples
- Launch the standardisation process in the entire multidisciplinary community
- Connect the current logistics hotspots in the Netherlands with the leading players
- Connect with related initiatives in logistics and technology programmes
- Connect networks with AlPIA, logistiekNL, Printed Electronics and Smart Systems

The technical and organisational goals will be mutually reinforcing as demo projects are conducted and consortium members start to work together. The ecosystem will also be enhanced as we organise network and matchmaking events, particularly in the logistics hotspots and with related project programmes.

### 2.3 Results expected from the project

The specific results we expect are related to five chain projects in the chosen sectors. These will specified, developed, built, tested and implemented in a user situation at all stages in the chain. We believe that conducting the demo projects in this very practical way will create a forum for sharing and disseminating knowledge through the Zuid-Nederland region and beyond. The table below shows the 5 chain projects and some key players involved in these chains.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SECTORS</th>
<th>PRODUCT PRODUCERS</th>
<th>TRANSPORT CHAIN</th>
<th>DISTRIBUTION TO USER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SENSING</td>
<td>PACKAGING</td>
<td>REPACKAGING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEVERAGES</td>
<td>PRODUCER</td>
<td>PACKAGER</td>
<td>SMART PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOOD</td>
<td>PRODUCER</td>
<td>PACKAGER</td>
<td>BOX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEALTHCARE</td>
<td>PRODUCER</td>
<td>PACKAGER</td>
<td>PALLET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGHTECH</td>
<td>PRODUCER</td>
<td>PACKAGER</td>
<td>CONTAINER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHARMA</td>
<td>PRODUCER</td>
<td>PACKAGER</td>
<td>X CONTAINERS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the entire chain smart packages are produced, collected, transported, redistributed and delivered (and sometimes returned). The three distinctive features are:

1. Smart package: to monitor the product parameters and the connectivity;
2. Supply chain management: to control, improve and make full use of the chain;
3. Handling: to physically handle the diversity of products.
The third feature (Handling) will be the topic of a separate project within OPZuid in collaboration with Holland Robotics. Robotics solutions will be applied to handling throughout the chain and will be linked to the Smart Packaging project at a later date.

The project programme is organised via working groups structured according to the results expected.

---

### Smart Logistics:

The starting points for the entire ecosystem programme are the new logistics and packaging innovations for the specific product and its related packaging for Food, Beverages, Healthcare, Pharmaceuticals and High tech equipment. Each of the 5 project sectors has its own set of product requirements, such as monitoring of temperature, humidity, leakage, bacteria, gasses and, for instance, shock to detect physical damage. The challenges per project sector are:

#### Smart Packaging:

The requirements for the specific products are translated into the packaging materials: cardboard, paper, glass, plastic, wood or organic materials. Smart sensors will be developed which can measure the specified parameters for these packages. Using printed electronics the sensors will be integrated into the package and will mostly be invisible. Using the same techniques, connectivity will be added through NFC chips, bluetooth and wifi, lofar options, energy supply and battery technology too!
**Smart Supply Chain:** All these sensors will generate large amounts of monitoring data linked to the time, place and route of the specific products. Using Deep Learning (neural networks) AI technology can translate the data into truly useable information about the quality of the product and the supply chain. Block chain can be used to develop proper authorisation relating to the specific product.

**Infrastructure:** Within the overall project the 5 demo projects will be run in the different chains. For instance, the meta data required in the Food supply chain will be developed, simulated, built and tested through the sensors and connectivity in the smart packaging. The functions will be tested in test centres before the packaging is sent 'out into the world'.

**The community:** In order to share all the practical and theoretical knowledge gained from the demo projects with the entire logistics community, the meet&match programme will target actors from the logistics hotspots, particularly Zuid-Nederland. In this way we will involve not only logistics partners but also actors in the entire supply chain. A chain approach is vital to make a real impact in the market.

**Programme:** We are preparing a separate section of the AIPIA website to facilitate programme participation by other parties which will also make a direct connection to the global players. AIPIA organises various global events which attract new audiences every year: in the US (2 locations), Asia (2 locations) and, of course, in our home market in the Netherlands (at the Beurs van Berlage in Amsterdam).
3. Project activities

The six working groups in the project are illustrated below.

**Working group 1:** SMART Logistics
- **Content:**
  - Demo products: Beverages, Food, Healthcare, High tech Equipment, Pharmaceuticals
- **Activities:**
  - Analyse product innovations
  - Establish product requirements for demo products
  - Develop test protocols

**Working group 2:** SMART Packaging
- **Content:**
  - Materials, Sensing, Connectivity, Package
- **Activities:**
  - Analyse packaging innovations per demo product
  - Develop the smart packages with sensing, connectivity
  - Develop test protocols

**Working group 3:** SMART Supply Chain
- **Content:**
  - Artificial Intelligence, Deep learning, Block chain, SCM, Augmented Reality, Virtual Reality
- **Activities:**
  - Identify needs for supply chain innovations
  - Develop AR/VR/ AI Deep learning models, Block chain and SCM linked to sensors

**Working group 4:** Infrastructure
- **Content:**
  - Test location, Living labs, Laboratories, Practicals, Online platform
- **Activities:**
  - Create test tools and test environment per demo
  - Perform tests on applications and technologies
  - On-line platforms and virtual environment

**Working group 5:** The Community
- **Activities:**
  - Connect to the logistics hotspots in Zuid-Nederland, the complementary projects and consortia, the related technical communities, mobilise and involve the AIPIA community for further activities and programme

**Working group 6:** The programme
- **Activities:**
  - Create the integrated project road map, Safeguard overall integration of the programme, continuously update road map, coordinate with human capital agenda, set up new demo cases

Figure 8. The working groups and their activities within the project
4. Business case

4.1 Arguments to support the Business case

There are three key arguments that support the business case for this project programme:

- The benefits for the logistics sector
- The benefits for the packaging industry
- The benefits for the 5 chosen sectors

Benefits for the logistics sector

The logistics sector in the Netherlands has an annual added value of EUR 53 billion a year and employs 646,000 people. It is therefore a major player in the Dutch economy. It encompasses not only transport and storage companies but also logistics and supply chain functions within forwarding companies. As a key sector in the Dutch economy, logistics supports businesses in other sectors, where logistics accounts for between 8-18% of costs (depending on their size). Their market position depends in part on efficient logistics for timely and reliable deliveries. The improvements that Smart Packaging can bring are therefore vital. The logistics sector needs to increase its production to meet the future needs of the growing world population.

Smart Packaging makes it possible to actually use the foods and medicines produced and reduce waste flows. This will automatically reduce energy consumption, CO₂ emissions and staffing levels. Smart Packaging could bring efficiency gains of between 10-12%, which would equate to at least EUR 10 billion in potential savings.

Smart Packaging makes a game-changing contribution to all three ambitions of the logistics sector in the Netherlands:
1. Handling flows of goods
2. Chain management
3. Attractive innovative country

Benefits for the packaging industry

Packaging industry production in the Netherlands shows an average annual growth of 1.5 to 2 percent. This was equivalent to a EUR 6.5 billion turnover in 2018. The key growth drivers are rising consumer spending, the sharp increase in online retail sales and the persistent growth in exports. In particular, annual volume growth of plastic packaging is 2.5 percent. In 2016 plastic packaging accounted for some 43 percent of turnover (EUR 2.7 billion) but only 18 percent of weight. Reduced packaging weights are an ongoing industry trend because of the benefits relating to costs of materials, and transport and environmental savings. The weight of plastic packaging is now almost 30% lower than ten years ago.

Smart Packaging will create extra added value for the packaging industry. With particular gains in reduced energy consumption (in logistics), in the added value that smart packaging brings and in gains for end users of the products.
Benefits for the 5 chosen sectors

The main benefits of Smart Packaging can be found in particular in the chosen sectors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Healthcare and Pharmaceuticals</th>
<th>Food and Beverages</th>
<th>High tech equipment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| WHO research shows that 50% of all prescribed medicines are not used effectively. People | Research by the World Resources Institute shows that:  
• 1.3 billion metric tonnes of food are wasted every year  
• In 2050 we will need 60% more food to feed a global population of 9 billion people | Sector research shows:  
• EUR 25 billion annual spend on maintenance.  
• HTSM market is EUR 120 billion, with EUR 43 billion added value |
| • Don’t use the medication  
• Forget the dosage  
• Don’t take it at the right time | Currently we throw away  
• 24% of all food  
• USD 1,600 per family in the west!  
• In the USA = USD 24 billion  
• In the EU = USD 36 billion | Annual monitoring of the effects of transport on sensitive equipment is increasingly becoming a must. Precise figures will emerge during the project but we expect the impact to be high |
| Multiple studies show the impacts on the sector:  
• USD 100-290 billion in the USA  
• USD 125 billion in the EU  
• USD 564 billion global | At least 10-15% of the benefits worldwide will certainly derive from Smart Packaging | Gains are expected due to supply chain improvement |
| At least 10-15% of the benefits worldwide will certainly derive from Smart Packaging | At least 10-15% of the benefits worldwide will certainly derive from Smart Packaging | |

Currently we throw away:
- 24% of all food
- USD 1,600 per family in the west!
- In the USA = USD 24 billion
- In the EU = USD 36 billion